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GENERAL HEART CONSTRUCTION ON A TRIANGULATED
CATEGORY (I): UNIFYING t-STRUCTURES AND CLUSTER
TILTING SUBCATEGORIES
HIROYUKI NAKAOKA
Abstract. In the paper of Keller and Reiten, it was shown that the quotient of
a triangulated category (with some conditions) by a cluster tilting subcategory
becomes an abelian category. After that, Koenig and Zhu showed in detail,
how the abelian structure is given on this quotient category, in a more abstract
setting. On the other hand, as is well known since 1980s, the heart of any t-
structure is abelian. We unify these two construction by using the notion of
a cotorsion pair. To any cotorsion pair in a triangulated category, we can
naturally associate an abelian category, which gives back each of the above
two abelian categories, when the cotorsion pair comes from a cluster tilting
subcategory, or is a t-structure, respectively.
1. Introduction
Throughout this paper, we fix a triangulated category C.
For any category K, we write abbreviately K ∈ K, to indicate that K is an
object of K.
For any K,L ∈ K, let K(K,L) denote the set of morphisms from K to L.
IfM,N are full subcategories of K, then K(M,N ) = 0 means that K(M,N) = 0
for any M ∈ M and N ∈ N .
Similarly, K(K,N ) = 0 means K(K,N) = 0 for any N ∈ N .
When K admits Extℓ, similarly for Extℓ(M,N ) = 0 and Extℓ(K,N ) = 0 for any
integer ℓ.
As is well known, if (T ≤0, T ≥0) is a t-structure on C, then its heart H = T ≤0 ∩
T ≥0 becomes an abelian category [BBD]. Put T ≤n := T ≤0[−n], T ≥n := T ≥0[−n]
for an integer n. By definition, a t-structure is a pair of full additive thick subcat-
egories (T ≤0, T ≥0) of C satisfying
(t-1) C(T ≤0, T ≥1) = 0,
(t-2) T ≤0 ⊆ T ≤1 and T ≥1 ⊆ T ≥0,
(t-3) For any C ∈ C, there exists a distinguished triangle
X → C → Y → X [1] (X ∈ T ≤0, Y ∈ T ≥1).
On the other hand, in [KZ], Koenig and Zhu showed that for any cluster tilting
subcategory T of C, the quotient category C/T carries a naturally induced abelian
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structure. Originally, an equivalence between the quotient of a triangulated cate-
gory and a certain module category was shown in [BMR] for the quotient by a full
additive thick subcategory associated to a tilting object in C, and then in [KR], for
the quotients by a cluster tilting subcategory.
By definition ([KR], [KZ]), a full additive thick subcategory T of C is a cluster
tilting subcategory if it satisfies
(s-1) T is functorially finite (cf. [BR]),
(s-2) C ∈ T if and only if Ext1(C, T ) = 0,
(s-3) C ∈ T if and only if Ext1(T , C) = 0.
By (s-1), it can be easily shown that a cluster tilting subcategory also satisfies
the following for any C ∈ C:
(s-1)′ For any C ∈ C, there exists a distinguished triangle
T → C → T ′[1]→ T [1] (T, T ′ ∈ T ).
To unify these two, we introduce the notion of a cotorsion pair (Definition 2.1).
To any cotorsion pair (U ,V) in C, we can naturally associate a subfactor category
H := (C+∩C−)/(U ∩V). As a main theorem, we show H carries an induced abelian
structure (Theorem 6.4). In fact, this construction generalizes the above abelian
categories, in the following sense (Proposition 2.6 and Example 3.8):
- If (U ,V) satisfies V ⊆ V [1], then (U [−1],V [1]) becomes a t-structure, and H agrees
with the heart of (U [−1],V).
- If (U ,V) satisfies U = V , then T := U = V becomes a cluster tilting subcategory
of C, and H agrees with C/T .
2. Preliminaries
Definition 2.1. Let U and V be full additive thick subcategories of C. We call
(U ,V) a cotorsion pair if it satisfies the following.
(1) Ext1(U ,V) = 0,
(2) For any C ∈ C, there exists a (not necessarily unique) distinguished triangle
U → C → V [1]→ U [1]
satisfying U ∈ U and V ∈ V .
For any cotorsion pair (U ,V), put
W := U ∩ V .
Remark 2.2. A pair (U ,V) of full additive thick subcategories of C is a cotorsion
pair if and only if (U [−1],V) is a torsion theory (or a torsion pair) in [IY]. (Unlike
[BR], it does not require the shift-closedness.) In this sense, a cotorsion pair is
nothing other than a torsion theory with U shifted by −1, and thus not a new
notion. However we prefer the above definition, just for the sake of the duality in
the index of shifts.
Remark 2.3. A pair (U ,V) of full additive subcategories of C is a cotorsion pair if
and only if it satisfies the following conditions for any C ∈ C.
(1) C belongs to U if and only if Ext1(C,V) = 0,
(2) C belongs to V if and only if Ext1(U , C) = 0,
(3) For any C ∈ C, there exists a (not necessarily unique) distinguished triangle
U → C → V [1]→ U [1]
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satisfying U ∈ U and V ∈ V .
Remark 2.4. Let (U ,V) be a cotorsion pair in C.
(1) For any C ∈ C and any n ∈ Z, C admits a distinguished triangle
U [n]→ C → V [n+ 1]→ U [n+ 1]
with U ∈ U , V ∈ V .
(2) For any n ∈ Z, each U [n] and V [n] is closed under extensions and direct
summands.
(3) W becomes an additive full subcategory of C, closed under direct sums and
direct summands, satisfying
Ext1(W ,W) = 0.
Example 2.5.
(1) If (T ≤0, T ≥0) is a t-structure on C, then
(U ,V) := (T ≤−1, T ≥1)
becomes a cotorsion pair. In this case, W = 0.
(2) If T is a cluster tilting subcategory of C, then
(U ,V) := (T , T )
becomes a cotorsion pair. In this case, W = T .
Remark that Ext1(U ,V) = 0 implies U ∩ V [1] = 0. The following proposition
shows that t-structures and cluster tilting subcategories are characterized as two
extremal examples of cotorsion pairs.
Proposition 2.6. Let (U ,V) be a cotorsion pair.
(1) V ⊆ V [1] if and only if (U ,V) = (T ≤−1, T ≥1) for a t-structure (T ≤0, T ≥0).
(2) V = U if and only if (U ,V) = (T , T ) for a cluster tilting subcategory T .
Proof. (1) This immediately follows from the definition of a t-structure.
(2) The ‘only if’ part is trivial. To show the converse, put T := U = V . As
in [KZ] (Definition 3.1 and Lemma 3.2), it suffices to show T is contravariantly
finite. But this immediately follows from the fact that any object C ∈ C admits a
distinguished triangle
T → C → T ′[1]→ T [1]
for some T ∈ U = T and T ′ ∈ V = T . 
Definition 2.7. (cf. §§2.1 in [KZ]) Let (U ,V) be a cotorsion pair in C, and W :=
U ∩ V . We denote the quotient of C by W as
C := C/W .
Namely, Ob(C) = Ob(C), and for any A,B ∈ C,
C(A,B) := C(A,B)/{f ∈ C(A,B) | f factors through some W ∈ W}.
For any morphism f ∈ C(A,B), we denote its image in C(A,B) by f . This
defines an additive functor
( ) : C → C .
Since U ⊇ W and V ⊇ W , we also have additive full subcategories of C
U := U/W and V := V/W .
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Remark 2.8. Since W is closed under direct summands, for any C ∈ C we have
C ∼= 0 in C ⇐⇒ C ∈ W .
Since Ext1(W ,W) = 0, Theorem 2.3 in [KZ] can be applied. Compare with
Proposition 6.1.
Fact 2.9. (Theorem 2.3 in [KZ]) Let C, (U ,V) and W be as above. For any distin-
guished triangle
X
f
−→ Y
g
−→ Z
h
−→ X [1],
the following hold.
(1) g is epimorphic in C if and only if h = 0,
(2) g is monomorphic in C if and only if f = 0.
Let (U ,V) be a cotorsion pair in the following.
Proposition 2.10.
(1) For any U ∈ U , C ∈ C and any f ∈ C(U [−1], C), if f = 0, then f = 0.
Namely, we have
C(U [−1], C) = C(U [−1], C) = Ext1(U,C).
In particular, C ∈ V if and only if C(U [−1], C) = 0 for any U ∈ U .
(2) Dually, for any V ∈ V and any C ∈ C, we have
C(C, V [1]) = C(C, V [1]) = Ext1(C, V ).
In particular, C ∈ U if and only if C(C, V [1]) = 0 for any V ∈ V.
Proof. (1) By definition, f = 0 if and only if f factors through someW ∈ W . Since
C(U [−1],W ) ⊆ Ext1(U ,V) = 0, this implies f = 0.
W
U [−1] C
0
?? ?
??
??
??
f
//

(2) is shown dually. 
Lemma 2.11. For any cotorsion pair (U ,V), we have
C(U ,V) = 0.
Proof. Let f ∈ C(U, V ) be a morphism, where U ∈ U and V ∈ V . By condition (2)
in Definition 2.1, we can form a distinguished triangle
V ′ → U ′
u
−→ V
v
−→ V ′[1]
where U ′ ∈ U and V ′ ∈ V . Since V is extension-closed (Remark 2.4), U ′ satisfies
U ′ ∈ U ∩ V =W . Since v ◦ f = 0 by Ext1(U, V ′) = 0, f factors through U ′.
V ′ U ′ V V ′[1]
U
// //
f

v
//
}}{
{
{
{
{

Since U ′ ∈ W , this means f = 0. 
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3. Definition of C+ and C−
Lemma 3.1. Let f : A→ B be any morphism in C.
(1) Let
UA
uA−→ A→ VA[1]→ UA[1]
UB
uB−→ B → VB [1]→ UB[1]
be any distinguished triangles satisfying UA, UB ∈ U and VA, VB ∈ V. Then
there exists a morphism fU ∈ C(UA, UB) such that
f ◦ uA = uB ◦ fU .
UA
UB
A
B
fU

uB
//
uA //
f


Moreover, fU with this property is unique in C(UA, UB).
(2) Dually, for any distinguished triangles
U ′A[−1]→ A→ V
′
A → U
′
A
U ′B[−1]→ B → V
′
B → U
′
B
with U ′A, U
′
B ∈ U and V
′
A, V
′
B ∈ V, there exists a morphism f
′
V ∈ C(V
′
A, V
′
B)
compatible with f , uniquely up to W.
Proof. We only show (1). Existence immediately follows from C(UA, VB[1]) = 0.
Moreover if f1U and f
2
U in C(UA, UB) satisfies
f1U ◦ uA = uB ◦ fU = f
2
U ◦ uA,
then by (f1U − f
2
U ) ◦ uA = 0, there exists w ∈ C(UA, VB) such that f
1
U − f
2
U factors
w.
VB UB B VB [1]
UA A
// // //
f1U−f
2
U

f

w





uA //

By Lemma 2.11 we have w = 0, and thus f1U = f
2
U . 
Proposition 3.2. Let C be any object in C.
(1) For any distinguished triangles
U
u
−→ C → V [1]→ U [1]
U ′
u′
−→ C → V ′[1]→ U ′[1]
satisfying U,U ′ ∈ U and V, V ′ ∈ V, there exists a morphism s ∈ C(U,U ′)
compatible with u and u′, such that s is an isomorphism.
U
U ′
∼ = s

U
U ′
Cs

u
""E
EE
E
u′
<<yyyy

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(2) Dually, those V appearing in distinguished triangles
U [−1]→ C → V → U (U ∈ U , V ∈ V)
are isomorphic in C.
Proof. This immediately follows from Lemma 3.1. 
Corollary 3.3. For any C ∈ C, the following are equivalent.
(1) There exists a distinguished triangle
W0 → C → V0[1]→W0[1]
such that W0 ∈ W , V0 ∈ V.
(2) Any distinguished triangle
U → C → V [1]→ U [1] (U ∈ U , V ∈ V)
satisfies U ∈ W.
Proof. Suppose (1) holds. By Proposition 3.2, we have U ∼= W0 in C. By Remark
2.8, this means U ∈ W . The converse is trivial. 
Dually, we have the following:
Corollary 3.4. For any C ∈ C, the following are equivalent.
(1) There exists a distinguished triangle
U0[−1]→ C →W0 → U0
such that U0 ∈ U ,W0 ∈ W.
(2) Any distinguished triangle
U [−1]→ C → V → U (U ∈ U , V ∈ V)
satisfies V ∈ W.
Definition 3.5.
(1) C+ is defined to be the full subcategory of C, consisting of objects satisfying
equivalent conditions of Corollary 3.3.
(2) C− is defined to be the full subcategory of C, consisting of objects satisfying
equivalent conditions of Corollary 3.4.
Remark 3.6. The following are satisfied.
(1) Each of C+ and C− is an additive full subcategory of C containing W .
(2) C+ ⊇ V [1].
(3) C− ⊇ U [−1].
Definition 3.7. For any cotorsion pair (U ,V), put H := C+ ∩ C−. Since H ⊇ W ,
we have an additive full subcategory
H := H/W ⊆ C,
which we call the heart of (U ,V).
Example 3.8.
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(1) If (U ,V) = (T ≤−1, T ≥1), where (T ≤0, T ≥0) is a t-structure, then we have
C− = T ≤−1[−1] = T ≤0,
C+ = T ≥1[1] = T ≥0,
H = H = T ≤0 ∩ T ≥0.
Thus the definition of the heart agrees with that of a t-structure. Thus H
is abelian, and admits a cohomological functor H0 : C → H (cf. [BBD]).
(2) If U = V = T is a cluster tilting subcategory of C, then we have
C+ = C− = H = C,
H = C/T .
By [KZ], H becomes an abelian category, and the quotient functor ( ) : C →
C/T = H is cohomological.
4. Existence of (co)reflections
Since C+ ∩ C− = H ⊇ W , we have additive full subcategories of C
C+ := C+/W and C− := C−/W .
H
C+
C−
C
*


77ooooooo
 t
''OO
OOO
OO
 t
''OO
OOO
OO
*


77ooooooo

Definition 4.1. (Definition 3.1.1 in [B]) Let A and B be categories, and F : A→ B
be a functor. For any B ∈ B, a reflection of B along F is a pair (RB , ηB) of RB ∈ A
and ηB ∈ B(B,F (RB)), satisfying the following universality:
(∗) For any A ∈ A and any b ∈ B(B,F (A)), there exists a unique morphism
a ∈ A(RB , A) such that F (a) ◦ ηB = b.
F (A)
B F (RB)
b
6
66
66
66
ηB //
F (a)



A coreflection is defined dually.
Construction 4.2. For any C ∈ C, consider a diagram
U ′C [−1]
UC
V ′C
C
ZC
VC [1]



u′C
!
!!
!!
!!
v′C
"
""
""
""
wC
:
::
::
::
uC
33hhhh
zC 
;;
vC 44iiiiiiii
xC
;;xxxxxxx
yC
??~~~~~~~
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where
UC
uC−→ C
vC−→ VC [1]→ UC [1]
U ′C [−1]
u′C−→ UC
v′C−→ V ′C → U
′
C
U ′C [−1]
wC−→ C
zC−→ ZC → U
′
C
are distinguished triangles, satisfying UC , U
′
C ∈ U and VC , V
′
C ∈ V . Since U is
extension-closed, we have V ′C ∈ W . By the octahedron axiom,
V ′C
xC−→ ZC
yC
−→ VC [1]→ V
′
C
also becomes a distinguished triangle. Thus ZC belongs to C+.
Proposition 4.3. In the notation of Construction 4.2, for any C ∈ C,
zC : C → ZC
gives a reflection of C along C+ →֒ C.
Proof. Let Y be any object in C+, and let y ∈ C(C, Y ) be any morphism. It suffices
to show that there exists a unique morphism
q ∈ C(ZC , Y )
such that q ◦ zC = y.
C
Y
ZC
y
)
))
))
)
zC
++XXXXX
X
q 


In fact, q can be chosen to satisfy q ◦ zC = y.
First, we show the existence. Since
U ′C [−1]
wC−→ C
zC−→ ZC → U
′
C
is a distinguished triangle, it suffices to show y ◦ wC = 0.
Let
UY
uY−→ Y
vY−→ VY [1]→ UY [1]
be a distinguished triangle such that UY ∈ W , VY ∈ V . By C(UC , VY [1]) = 0, there
exists a morphism yC ∈ C(UC , UY ) such that y ◦ uC = uY ◦ yU .
U ′C [−1]
UC
UY
C
Y
u′C
 

yU

uC
//
wC
?
??
?
y

uY
//


Since UY ∈ W , we have
y ◦ wC = uY ◦ yU ◦ u
′
C = 0.
By Proposition 2.10, we obtain y ◦ wC = 0.
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To show the uniqueness, suppose q, q′ ∈ C(ZC , Y ) satisfies
q ◦ zC = y = q
′ ◦ zC .
C ZC
UY Y VY [1]
zC --[[[[[[[
y
0
00
00
0
uY
//
vY
//
q,q′

  

Since vY ◦ (q − q′) ◦ zC = 0 in C(C, VY [1]), it follows vY ◦ (q − q′) ◦ zC = 0 by
Proposition 2.10.
Thus we have a morphism of triangles
C ZC U
′
C
UY Y VY [1] .
zC // //
 
q−q′

uY
//
vY
//
 
Since C(U ′C , VY [1]) = 0, this implies vY ◦ (q − q
′) = 0. Thus q − q′ factors through
UY ∈ W , which means q = q′. 
Corollary 4.4. (Proposition 3.1.2 and Proposition 3.1.3 in [B])
(1) Since (ZC , zC) is a reflection of C along C
+ →֒ C, it is determined up to a
canonical isomorphism in C+.
(2) As in [B], if we allow the axiom of choice, we obtain a left adjoint σ : C →
C+ of the inclusion C+
i+
→֒ C. If we denote the adjunction by η : IdC =⇒ i+◦
σ, then there exists a canonical isomorphism ZC ∼= σ(C) in C, compatible
with zC and ηC .
C ZC
σ(C)
zC //
ηC
3
33
33
3
∼=


Dually, we have the following:
Remark 4.5. For any C ∈ C, if we take a diagram
U ′′C [−1] KC U ′′′C
C
V ′′C
V ′′′C [1]



..]]]]]] ..]]]]]]
$$J
JJ
JJ
JJ
J
kC

&&MM











(U ′′C , U
′′′
C ∈ U , V
′′
C , V
′′′
C ∈ V)
where all 180◦ composition of arrows are distinguished triangles, then kC : KC → C
gives a coreflection of C along C− →֒ C. Thus KC is uniquely determined up to a
canonical isomorphism in C−. Moreover if we allow the axiom of choice, we obtain
a right adjoint of C− →֒ C.
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Lemma 4.6. In the notation of Construction 4.2, if C belongs to C−, then ZC
belongs to H.
Dually, C ∈ C+ implies KC ∈ H (in the notation of Remark 4.5).
Proof. We only show the former half. The latter is shown dually. Let
U [−1]
u
−→ C
v
−→ V → U
UZ [−1]
uZ−→ ZC
vZ−→ VZ → UZ
be distinguished triangles satisfying U,UZ ∈ U and V, VZ ∈ V . By assumption,
V ∈ W . It suffices to show VZ ∈ W .
In the notation of Construction 4.2, complete zC ◦ u : U [−1]→ ZC into a distin-
guished triangle
U [−1]
zC◦u−→ ZC → Q→ U.
By the octahedron axiom, we also have a distinguished triangle
V → Q→ U ′C → V [1],
and thus Q ∈ U .
U [−1] C V
ZC
Q
U ′C



u ..]]]]]]]] ..]]]]]]]
zC◦u $$JJ
JJJ
JJJ
zC


&&MM












Since C(U [−1], VZ) = 0, we obtain a morphism of triangles
U [−1] ZC Q U
UZ [−1] ZC VZ UZ .
  
//
//
//
vZ
//
//
//
  
Since C(Q, VZ) = 0 by Lemma 2.11, it follows vZ = 0. For any V † ∈ V and any
v† ∈ C(VZ , V †[1]) we have v† ◦ vZ = v† ◦ 0 = 0 in C(ZC , V †[1]). By Proposition
2.10, we obtain v† ◦ vZ = 0. Thus v† factors through UZ , which means v† = 0 since
C(UZ , V †[1]) = 0.
ZC VZ UZ
V †[1]
vZ // //
v†
 0}}{{
{{
{{
{{
Thus we have C(VZ ,V [1]) = 0, namely VZ ∈ W . 
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5. Existence of (co-)kernels
Lemma 5.1. Let A
f
−→ B be any morphism in C. Take a diagram
UA[−1]
A
VA
B
Mf
uA

vA

##G
GG
GG
GG
f
//
mf
##G
GG
GGG
GG

where
UA[−1]
uA−→ A
vA−→ VA → UA
UA[−1]→ B
mf
−→Mf → UA
are distinguished triangles, satisfying UA ∈ UA, VA ∈ V. Then we have the follow-
ing.
(1) A ∈ C− =⇒ mf ◦ f = 0,
(2) B ∈ C− =⇒ Mf ∈ C−.
Proof. (1) This immediately follows from VA ∈ W .
(2) Take distinguished triangles
UB[−1]→ B → VB → UB
UM [−1]→Mf → VM → UM
(UB, UM ∈ U , VB , VM ∈ V).
By assumption, VB ∈ W . It suffices to show VM ∈ W . Since C(UB[−1], VM ) = 0,
there exists a morphism of triangles
UB[−1] B VB UB
UM [−1] Mf VM UM
mU

mf

mV
 
uB //
uM
//
vB //
vM
//
//
//
  
Let V † be any object in V , and v† ∈ C(VM , V †[1]) be any morphism. It suffices to
show v† = 0. Since v† ◦mV ∈ C(VB , V †[1]) = 0, we have v† ◦ vM ◦mf = 0.
B
Mf
UA
VB ∈ W
VM
V †[1]
UM
vB //
vM
//
0
//___
mf


mV

v†

//
0}}{
{
{
{



Thus v† ◦vM factors through UA, which means v† ◦vM = 0, since C(UA, V †[1]) = 0.
Thus v† factors through UM , and v
† = 0 follows from C(UM , V †[1]) = 0. 
Dually, we have the following:
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Remark 5.2. For any morphism A
f
−→ B in C, consider a diagram
VB[1]
B
UB
A
Lf
vB

uB

vB◦f ##G
GG
GGG
GG
f //
ℓf
##G
GG
GG
GG
G

where
UB
uB−→ B
vB−→ VB [1]→ UB[1]
VB → Lf
ℓf
−→ A→ VB [1]
are distinguished triangles satisfying UB ∈ U , VB ∈ V . Then, A ∈ C+ implies
Lf ∈ C+, and B ∈ C+ implies f ◦ ℓf=0.
Proposition 5.3. Let A
f
−→ B be any morphism in C. Then mf : B → Mf in
Lemma 5.1 satisfies the following property:
(∗) For any C ∈ C and any morphism g ∈ C(B,C) satisfying g ◦ f = 0, there
exists a morphism c ∈ C(Mf , C) such that c ◦mf = g.
A B C
Mf
f // g //
mf :
::
::
:
c
BB

Moreover if C ∈ C+, then c ∈ C(Mf , C) satisfying
c ◦mf = g
is unique in C(Mf , C). The dual statement also holds for Lf in Remark 5.2.
Proof. First we show the existence. By Proposition 2.10, g ◦ f ◦ uA = 0 means
g ◦ f ◦ uA = 0. Thus there exists c ∈ C(Mf , C) such that c ◦mf = g.
UA[−1]
A B
C
Mf
uA

f
//
f◦uA
!!C
CC
CC
CC
C
g 55kkkkkkk
mf   B
BB
BB
B
c
KK





To show the uniqueness, let
UC
uC−→ C
vC−→ VC [1]→ UC [1]
be a distinguished triangle with UC ∈ W , VC ∈ V . Suppose c, c′ ∈ C(Mf , C) satisfy
c ◦mf = g = c
′ ◦mf .
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By Proposition 2.10, vC◦(c−c′)◦mf = 0 means vC◦(c−c′)◦mf = 0. Thus vC◦(c−c′)
factors through UA, and thus vC ◦ (c− c′) = 0 follows from C(UA, VC [1]) = 0. Thus
c− c′ factors through UC ∈ W , which means c = c′.
B Mf UA
UC C VC [1]
mf // //

0

c−c′

uC
//
vC
//
 

Corollary 5.4. In H, any morphism has a cokernel and a kernel.
Proof. We only show the construction of the cokernel. For any A,B ∈ H and any
f ∈ C(A,B), define mf : B →Mf as in Lemma 5.1. Since A,B ∈ C−, it follows
mf ◦ f = 0, Mf ∈ C
−
by Lemma 5.1. By Proposition 4.3, there exists zM : Mf → ZM which gives a
reflection zM : Mf → ZM of Mf along C
+ →֒ C. By Lemma 4.6, ZM satisfies
ZM ∈ H.
We claim that zM ◦mf : B → ZM is the cokernel of f . Let S be any object in
H, and let s ∈ C(B,S) be any morphism satisfying s ◦ f = 0.
A B
S
Mf
ZM
##FF
Ff
//
mf
##
zM
##FF
s
::vvvvvvv

0 ..
It suffices to show that there uniquely exists t ∈ H(ZM , S) such that
t ◦ zM ◦mf = s.
This follows immediately from Proposition 4.3 and Proposition 5.3. 
6. Abelianess of the heart
In this section, as the main theorem, we show that the heart H becomes an
abelian category, for any cotorsion pair (U ,V). Although propositions and lemmas
in this section could be applied for objects in C+ or C− (with certain modifications
of the statement), we mainly consider objects in H.
Proposition 6.1. Let B,C ∈ H, and let
A
f
−→ B
g
−→ C
h
−→ A[1]
be a distinguished triangle in C. Let mg : C → Mg be as in Lemma 5.1. Then the
following are equivalent.
(1) g is epimorphic in H.
(2) g is epimorphic in C+.
(3) Mg satisfies C(Mg, C
+) = 0.
(4) Mg satisfies C(Mg,V [1]) = 0.
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The dual statement also holds for monomorphisms.
Proof. First, we show the equivalence of (1) and (2). Obviously, (2) implies (1). To
show the converse, let S be any object in C+, and s ∈ C(C, S) be any morphism.
Let kS : KS → S be the morphism defined in Remark 4.5, which gives a coreflection
of S along C− →֒ C. By Lemma 4.6, KS ∈ H.
By Remark 4.5, there exists j ∈ C−(C,KS) such that kS ◦ j = s,
B C S
KS
g
//
s
//
j
BB
kS
:
::
::
:

and we have
j = 0 ⇐⇒ kS ◦ j = 0
j ◦ g = 0 ⇐⇒ kS ◦ (j ◦ g) = 0.
By (1), we have
j = 0 ⇐⇒ j ◦ g = 0.
Thus s = 0 if and only if s ◦ g = 0, i.e., g is epimorphic in C+.
Second, we show that (2) implies (3). By Proposition 5.3, for any S ∈ C+ we
have an isomorphism
− ◦mg : C(Mg, S)
∼=
−→ {s ∈ C(C, S) | s ◦ g = 0}.
Third, we show that (3) implies (4). This immediately follows from Proposition
2.10, since V [1] ⊆ C+.
Finally, we show that (4) implies (3). Suppose C(Mg,V [1]) = 0. For any S ∈ C+,
let
US
uS−→ S
vS−→ VS [1]→ US[1]
be a distinguished triangle satisfying US ∈ W , VS ∈ V . By C(Mg,V [1]) = 0, any
morphism s ∈ C(Mg, S) factors through US ∈ W , which means s = 0. 
Lemma 6.2. Let B,C ∈ H, and let
A
f
−→ B
g
−→ C
h
−→ A[1]
be a distinguished triangle in C. Take a diagram
UA[−1]
A
VA
UB[−1]
B
VB
C
fU //
f //
fV
//
uA

vA

uB

vB

g
//


where
UA[−1]
uA−→ A
vA−→ VA → UA
UB[−1]
uB−→ B
vB−→ VB → UB
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are distinguished triangles satisfying UA, UB ∈ U , VA ∈ V and VB ∈ W.
If g is an epimorphism in H, then there exists a morphism s ∈ C(VB, VA) such
that
s ◦ vB ◦ f = vA.
Proof. Let C
mg
−→Mg be as in Lemma 5.1. Remark h factors mg.
C A[1]
Mg
h //
mg :
::
::
:
∃
BB

By Proposition 6.1, C(Mg[−1], VA) ∼= C(Mg, VA[1]) = 0, and thus vA ◦ h[−1] = 0.
C[−1]
Mg[−1]
A
VA
h[−1] //
mg [−1]

vA

0
//
=={{{{{{{{{{


Thus there exists q ∈ C(B, VA) such that q ◦ f = vA.
C[−1] A
VA
UB[−1]
B
VB
h[−1] // f //
0
$$I
II
II
II
II
vA

fV
//
q
{{xx
xx
xx
xx
x
uB

vB


Since C(UB[−1], VA) = 0, we have q◦uB = 0, and thus there exists s ∈ C(VB , VA)
such that s ◦ vB = q. Thus we obtain s ◦ vB ◦ f = q ◦ f = vA. 
Lemma 6.3. In the notation of Lemma 6.2, if g is epimorphic in H, then A belongs
to C−.
Proof. We use the notation of Lemma 6.2. By the same lemma, there exists s ∈
C(VB, VA) such that s ◦ vB ◦ f = vA.
It suffices to show VA ∈ W . By assumption VB ∈ W and thus for any V † ∈ V
and any v† ∈ C(VA, V †[1]), we have v† ◦ s = 0. Thus v† ◦ vA = v† ◦ s ◦ vB ◦ f = 0,
and v† factors through UA, which implies v
† = 0.
A B
VA
UA
VB
V †[1]
vA

f //
vB


soo
v†
EEE
""E
E 0
		


0
33fff




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Theorem 6.4. For any cotorsion pair (U ,V) in C, its heart
H = (C+ ∩ C−)/(U ∩ V)
is an abelian category.
Proof. Since H is an additive category with (co-)kernels (Corollary 5.4), it remains
to show the following:
(1) If g is epimorphic in H, then g is a cokernel of some morphism in H.
(2) If g is monomorphic in H, then g is a kernel of some morphism in H.
Since (2) can be shown dually, we only show (1).
Complete g into a distinguished triangle
A
f
−→ B
g
−→ C
h
−→ A[1]
in C. By Lemma 6.3, we have A ∈ C−. By Proposition 4.3, there exists
zA : A→ ZA
which gives a reflection zA : A → ZA of A along C
+ →֒ C. Moreover by Lemma
4.6, ZA belongs to H. Since B belongs to C+, there exists b ∈ C(ZA, B) such that
b ◦ zA = f .
A B
ZA
f //
zA :
::
::
:
b
BB

We claim that g = cok(b).
Let S be any object in H, and s ∈ C(B,S) be any morphism. By Proposition
4.3, s ◦ f = 0 if and only if s ◦ b = 0. In particular, g ◦ b = 0.
So it suffices to show for any s satisfying s ◦ f = 0, there uniquely exists c ∈
C(C, S) such that c ◦ g = s.
Uniqueness immediately follows from the fact that g is epimorphic. So it remains
to show the existence of c. Since A ∈ C−, there exists a distinguished triangle
UA[−1]
uA−→ A
vA−→ VA → UA
with UA ∈ U , VA ∈ W . By assumption we have s ◦ f ◦ uA = 0, and this means
s ◦ f ◦ uA = 0 by Proposition 2.10. So s ◦ f factors through VA, and we obtain a
morphism of triangles
A B C A[1]
VA S T VA[1]
vA

s

t

−vA[1]

f //
i
//
g //
j
//
h //
//
  
where VA
i
−→ S
j
−→ T → VA[1] is a distinguished triangle. By the same argument
as in the proof of Lemma 6.2 (since C(Mg, VA[1] = 0)), we have vA[1] ◦h = 0. Thus
t factors through S, namely there exists c ∈ C(C, S) such that j ◦ c = t. Since
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j ◦ (s− c ◦ g) = j ◦ s− t ◦ g = 0, there exists s′ ∈ C(B, VA) such that
i ◦ s′ = s− c ◦ g.
VA
B
S
C
T
s′
{{ww
ww
ww
ww
g //
i
//
s

j
//
c
{{www
ww
ww
ww
t

Since VA ∈ W , this means s = c ◦ g. 
7. Existence of enough projectives/injectives
Lemma 7.1. For any cotorsion pair (U ,V), the following are equivalent.
(1) U ⊆ V.
(2) W = U .
(3) C+ = C.
Proof. Left to the reader. 
Corollary 7.2. If a cotorsion pair (U ,V) satisfies U ⊆ V, then we have U [−1] ⊆ H.
Proof. This immediately follows from U [−1] ⊆ C− (Remark 3.6) and C = C+
(Lemma 7.1). 
Proposition 7.3. Let (U ,V) be a cotorsion pair satisfying U ⊆ V. If an object
P ∈ H lies in the image of U [−1] (i.e. P ∈ U [−1]/W ), then P is projective in H.
Proof. Let B and C be any objects in H and let p ∈ C(P,C) be any morphism.
Let g ∈ C(B,C) be any morphism which is epimorphic in H, and take a distin-
guished triangle
A
f
−→ B
g
−→ C
h
−→ A[1].
By Proposition 6.1 and Lemma 7.1, g is epimorphic in C. By Fact 2.9, this is
equivalent to h = 0. Thus h factors through some W ∈ W . Since C(P,W ) ⊆
Ext1(U ,V) = 0, we have h ◦ p = 0, and p factors through B as desired. 
Corollary 7.4. If a cotorsion pair (U ,V) satisfies U ⊆ V, then its heart H has
enough projectives.
Proof. By definition, for any C ∈ H, there exists a distinguished triangle
U [−1]
u
−→ C
v
−→ V → U
with U ∈ U , V ∈ V . Since v = 0 by C(C, V ) = 0 (Lemma 2.11), u is epimorphic in
C, and thus in H. Thus Corollary 7.4 follows from Corollary 7.2 and Proposition
7.3. 
Dually, we have the following.
Corollary 7.5. If a cotorsion pair (U ,V) satisfies V ⊆ U , then its heart H has
enough injectives.
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8. Example arising from an n-cluster tilting subcategory
Definition 8.1. (§§5.1 in [KR]) A full additive thick subcategory T ⊆ C is an
n-cluster tilting subcategory if it satisfies the following.
(1) T is functorially finite.
(2) An object C ∈ C belongs to T if and only if Extℓ(C, T ) = 0 (0 < ∀ℓ < n)
(3) An object C ∈ C belongs to T if and only if Extℓ(T , C) = 0 (0 < ∀ℓ < n)
Definition 8.2. Let T be an n + 1-cluster tilting subcategory. For any pair of
integers i and j satisfying i ≤ j, put
T[i,j] := {C ∈ C | Ext
ℓ(C, T ) = 0 (j + 1 ≤ ∀ℓ ≤ n)},
T [i,j] := {C ∈ C | Extℓ(T , C) = 0 (−j ≤ ∀ℓ ≤ −i)}.
In particular, if j − i ≥ n, then T[i,j] = T[i,j] = C.
Example 8.3. Let T be an n + 1-cluster tilting subcategory. For any integer ̟
satisfying 0 ≤ ̟ ≤ n− 1, put
T̟ := T[0,̟],
T ̟ := T [̟,n−1].
Then it can be shown that (T̟, T ̟) is a cotorsion pair (Theorem 3.1 in [IY]). We
can calculate its heart H̟ as follows.
C+ = T[̟,n], C
− = T [−1,̟], W = T [̟],
H̟ = (T[̟,n] ∩ T
[−1,̟])/T [̟].
Thus (T[̟,n]∩T
[−1,̟])/T [̟] is an abelian category for each ̟ ∈ [0, n−1], as shown
in Corollary 6.4 in [IY]. If n = 1 and ̟ = 0, this is nothing other than the case of
a cluster tilting subcategory.
Moreover in Corollary 6,4 in [IY], it was shown that these (T[̟,n]∩T
[−1,̟])/T [̟]
are mutually equivalent for ̟ ∈ [0, n− 1]. We abbreviate these equivalent abelian
categories by H.
Since (T0, T 0) satisfies T0 = T ⊆ T 0, we see that H has enough projectives by
Corollary 7.4. Dually, since (Tn−1, T n−1) satisfies T n−1 = T [n− 1] ⊆ Tn−1, we see
H has enough injectives by Corollary 7.5.
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